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DIGITALGLUE
THE NEXT GENERATION OF TV

4K, UHD, HDR, AND BEYOND
UHD & 4K

- 720 x 480 (DVD)
- 1280 x 720
- 1920 x 1080 (Full HD)
- 3840 x 2160 (4x 1080p)
- 4096 x 2160 (DCI Standard)
HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE (HDR)

4K World

Try leading 4K UHD line-up spanning Consumer, Prosumer and Professional categories

High Dynamic Range

Standard Dynamic Range

Simulated
WIDE COLOR GAMUT

Wide Color Gamut
local dimming

Normal
SAMSUNG GEAR VR
PLAYSTATION VR
4D VR
VR EXERCISE
VR HOME THEATER

Vuzix Corporation

Vuzix Wear Wireless is a high-end pair of video headphones that provide users with a streaming wireless personal home theater and mobile wearable gaming solution that extends the small mobile screen into a huge 120" screen that is connected to the web or smartphone for access to content on the go.
SATellite TV
SMARTWHEEL

SMARTwheels Inc.
SMARTwheels®

SMARTwheels® is the first integrated steering wheel cover that helps prevent distracted driving by alerting drivers to drivers who are devoting attention to phone use and phone-related driving hazards. It is easily installed, and just as easily removed via the companion app.
THE FUN STUFF

Kickstarter, Indiegogo, and More
INTERNET OF THINGS
ResetPlug

A smart plug to resolve your WiFi router/modem and reset devices if WiFi fails.

Works with any WiFi router, any WiFi access point, and any broadband modem.
Also works with any all-in-one combination device (Router/Modem/AP).

Use a power strip to monitor three separate devices (Router/Modem/AP) with one ResetPlug.

Do you have devices that depend on your WiFi to be working?
- Security cameras
- Thermostat
- Smart appliances
- Smoke alarm
- CO alarm
- Smart TV/DVR
- Remote computers
- Sensors
- Security alarm
- Smart lighting
- File servers
- Other IoT devices

ResetPlug.com
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SMART BOTTLES

moikit seed
Smart hydration for everyone

CES INNOVATION AWARDS
2016 HONOREE

moikit seed
Smart hydration for everyone

75%

4.2 oz
3D PRINTING
THE END